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ABSTRACT: Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one, apart from 
the sender and intended recipient, suspects the existence of the message, a form of security through obscurity. OR 
Stenography is an art of secret communication. It is sub discipline of information hiding that focuses on concealing the 
existence of messages. In this paper this is to develop an algorithm to embed secret message in the form of Text, Image, 
Audio and Video into a cover (host) image without causing significant perceptual distortion in the stego-image. Further the 
objective is to extract the embedded secret message from the stego- image without loss of information. Steganography includes 
the concealment of information within computer files. In digital steganography, electronic communications may 
include steganographic coding inside of a transport layer, such as a document file, image file, program or protocol. The 
carrier image file is taken to hide the data. The carrier file contains LSB bits. Some of the bits the carrier file is replaced 
by secured data file. The operation of recovering data is done in similar manner. The steganography hides the file data 
to give more security.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one, apart from the sender 

and intended recipient, suspects the existence of the message, a form of security through obscurity or Stenography is an 
art of secret communication. It is a sub discipline of information hiding that focuses on concealing the existence of 
messages. Steganography includes the concealment of information within computer files. In digital steganography, 
electronic communications may include steganographic coding inside of a transport layer, such as a document file, 
image file, program or protocol. Encryption remains the primary method used to protect information in the event it is 
accessed or obtained illegally. It involves encrypting the vital information into an undecipherable form. Only a 
recipient with the correct key will be able to decipher the information.  The downside of encryption is that is 
immediately apparent to anyone acquiring the file that there is hidden information within the file. Another option is 
steganography. Rather that encrypting the information, it is hidden inside another, apparently innocuous file. The 
benefit of this method is that someone acquiring the file might not even know that there is valuable information 
contained within it. As the world becomes more anxious about the use of any secret communication, and as regulations 
are created bygovernments to limit uses of encryption, steganography role is gaining prominence. 

We could think of steganography as a form of robust encryption. It attempts to hide the message in such a way that 
the observer may not even realize that the message is being exchanged.  Unlike encryption, steganography cannot be 
detected. Often, steganography is used to supplement encryption. Through its combination of encryption  and  
invisibility  of  the  encrypted  data  it  keeps  the  message  completely protected form data espionage. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. Steganography 

Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one apart from the intended 
recipient knows of the existence of the message; this is in contrast to Cryptography, where the existence of the 
message itself is not disguised, but the meaning is obscured. "Steganography" is a Greek word and means ‘covered 
or hidden writing’. Its origins can be traced back to 440 BC. Steganography has been widely used in historical times, 
especially before crypto graphical systems were developed. 

 
There are various methods in steganography text in image, text in audio and video.  The Fig. 1 shows the standard 

steganography operation on the different-different file format. 
 

B. Types 
There are basically two types of steganography 
 
1. Physical Steganography 

Physical Steganography includes message written on an 
element and another element covers that message. For 
example Demaratus used the wooden plate with covering of 
wax on it. There are other steganography examples like some 
kings used the message written in tattoo on head and then 
cover head with hair and on recovery side shaved head. Modern 
day’s steganography is done on glass. 
 
2. Digital Steganography 

In this kind of steganography data in digital format is 
hidden. There are several techniques to do this like LSB 
steganography, compression based steganography.  

Steganography can be done in different domains. Time 
domain is one of the common domains used for steganography. 
Time domain steganography is usually simple and fast. 

 
Fig. 1 Standard Steganography Method. 
 
C. Image steganography 

Image files are probably the most common medium for hiding files. Most of the stego techniques that use 
image files involve manipulation of the image’s colour tables. 

8-bit images use a colour table of 256 RGB values. Each pixel is represented by a byte, which is then used to 
pick out the pixel’s RGB value from the colour table. In order to hide data in 8-bit images, S-Tools modifies the image 
to only use a 32-colour palette instead of 256. These 32 colours are duplicated 8 times in order to fill the colour table. 
The duplicate entries are then used to store the secret message in the three least significant bits for each RGB entry. 
This all means that each colour in the modified image can be represented in eight different ways, which leaves 
redundant representations in which information can be hidden.  

Image Steganography algorithms exploit the limited powers of Human Visual System (HVS), to embed data in 
images. Psycho visually, human do not react very promptly and sharply to very small changes in what we see. This 
relative insensitivity and the versatility of today’s digital multimedia can be exploited to make small changes to make 
small changes in digital multimedia data without getting noticed. 
 
D.  LSB steganography 

There are various types of steganography LSB node selection methods. There is modified bit selection 
algorithm is proposed in research of modified bit steganography. There   is   another   approach proposed in the 
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wave steganography of modifying whole LSB data of all bits. In third approach modification of least bit of MSB is 
done. Problem in first and third approach is less data can be hidden anddistortion part is increasingrespectively as 
MSB contains the maximum information of the carrier file. 
 
The LSB technique involves the following steps:- 
1. Select pixels of carrier image file. 
2. Get the pixel value of each pixel one by one.  
3. Replace pixels of carrier image file to input message file. 
1. Select pixels of carrier image file. 

The process of converting a carrier file into its binary equivalent is explained here. So the contents of the carrier file 
are converted into its corresponding binary equivalent using the mentioned technique. Also the carrier file may be masked 
before replacing it in the pixels of the image. The Masking Technique is shown in Fig 3 below. In this technique each 
byte of the carrier file’s binary equivalent is binary ANDed with the binary equivalent of 254. Then the bits are 
exchanged with the image pixels. This will provide additional security. The masking technique is shown below.  
 
2. Get the pixel value of each pixel one by one. 

After masking has been done, each bit of the message file is replaced in the LSB position of the pixels in the 
image. Here LSB refers to the Least Significant Bit i.e. the last bit of the pixel value. Since only the LSB is changed the 
difference between the original image and the stego image will be so small, that the difference cannot be detected by 
human eyes. 
 
3. Replace pixels of carrier image file to input message file. 

The LSB technique can also be briefly explained with the help of bits. In Fig. 5 the LSB technique is explained 
with the help of binary values. As shown in the figure the last bits of the pixels are replaced with the bits of the 
message file. So the final image will resemble the original image. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 LSB Steganography Method.     Fig.3 Masking Technique 
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Fig. 4 LSB Technique     Fig. 5. LSB Technique Illustration 

E.   Lossy and Lossless Steganography 

There are two approaches present to hide data as lossy and lossless. In lossy method, only MSB of data set is 
hidden in carrier data set where as in the lossless method MSB as well as LSB of data set is hidden in the carrier data 
set.As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the lossy and lossless method can be applied. In lossy method maximum data can 
be hiddenbut at the time of recovery, some of the data may be lost where as in lossless method percentage of the 
data hidden is half but the recovery is full.The percentage of data hide in carrier file. This figure shows the 
difference in lossy and lossless, as lossy uses only MSB of message file which do not require space to store the LSB 
of message file, whilein lossless there is a requirementto embed data both as MSB as well as LSB of message data. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 LSB Lossy Method.      Fig. 7 LSB Lossless Method. 

 

III.STEPS OF IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY 

System uses the following algorithm to hide data in Image file. 
 

Hiding Side:- 

Step: 1. Select Image file for hiding data.  
Step: 2. Read and open file data for binary read access. 
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Step: 3. Select pixels of carrier image file. 
Step: 4. Select message file to hide.  
Step: 5. Read and open file data for binary read access. 
Step: 6. Apply LSB lossless steganography at stego applicationBlock.   
 
Recovery Side:- 
 
Step: 1. Select stego file for recovering data.  
Step: 2. Read and open file data for   binary read access.  
Step: 3. Select pixels of stego image file. 
Step: 4. Apply recovery stego application.  
Step: 5. Recover the message file. 
 
 
 
\] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.9 System Architecture of hiding of data   Fig.9 System Architecture of Recovery of data 

III. RESULT IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The carrier image file is taken to hide the data. The carrier file contains LSB bits. Some of the bits of the carrier file 
is replaced by secured data file. The operation of recovering data is done in similar manner. The steganography hides 
the file data to give more security.   

In this project this is to develop an algorithm to embed secret message in the form of Text, Image, Audio and Video into a 
cover (host) image without causing significant perceptual distortion in the stego-image. Further the objective is to extract the 
embedded secret message from the stego- image without loss of information. 

The carrier image file is taken to hide the data. The carrier file contains LSB bits. Some of the bits the carrier file is 
replaced by secured data file. The operation of recovering data is done in similar manner. The steganography hides the 
file data to give more security.   
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Hiding Operation:-       Recovery Operation:- 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
Steganography has its place in security. Hiding message with steganography methods reduces the chance of a message 

being detected. We could think of steganography as a form of robust encryption. It attempts to hide the message in 
such a way that the observer may not even realize that the message is being exchanged. 

Paper present an effective steganography method on LSB technique. This Method replaces the least significant bits 
according to the Percentage of the data to be hidden. This method has high capacity for hiding data. Another advantage 
of the technique is that the hidden information is extracted by methods lossless and lossy.  

The paper introduces a tiny part of the art of steganography. Steganography goes well beyond simply hiding text 
information in an image. Steganography applies not only to digital images but to other media as well, such asAudio 
files, communication channels, and other text and binary files. 
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